
Survivor  Series  Count-Up  –
2000:  Austin’s  Quest  For
Revenge
Survivor  Series 2000
Date: November 19, 2000
Location: Ice Palace, Tampa, Florida
Attendance: 18,602
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

After Austin was run over last year, it was revealed that Rikishi had
been driving. Once people realized this was possibly the dumbest idea in
wrestling history, the story was changed to Rikishi being the henchman
for the real big bad: HHH. Tonight’s main event is Austin vs. HHH in a
grudge match, along with Rock vs. Rikishi in a match that no one was
asking for. Oh and remember that Angle guy that debuted here last year?
He’s world champion now and defending against the now biker Undertaker.
For some reason I never remember this show so hopefully it’ll make a
better impression on me here. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about HHH of course. This is one of those instances
where I’m fine with the focus not being on the title match, because this
story is more important.

Steve Blackman/Crash Holly/Molly Holly vs. T&A/Trish Stratus

If there’s a story here, I certainly can’t think of it. This was during
the time where T&A took over the APA’s offices and called themselves the
T&APA. Molly is brand new here and is still quite cute. Blackman is
Hardcore Champion. Albert and Blackman start things off and apparently
Crash is here because the APA left him in charge of the office. Speaking
of Crash he comes in and dives into a slam from Albert, which is
countered into a cross body.

Trish wants to beat up Crash but kicks Albert low instead. Off to Molly
so Trish runs. Test comes in so Molly bails. We’re doing a lot of running
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around here without anything of note happening. Crash hits a nice
slingshot rana for two but gets his head kicked off by Test. The
Pumphandle Slam is escapes and Test is sent into Albert. Trish comes in
and misses an elbow so it’s back to Molly. Albert pulls Molly’s hair but
Trish can’t do anything with her yet. Blackman’s tag isn’t seen and T&A
beats on Molly for a second before everything breaks down. A bulldog gets
two for Trish but Molly finishes her with a top rope sunset flip.

Rating: C-. The match wasn’t terrible or anything, but why wasn’t this a
dark match? The story is barely there, the wrestling was just ok, and I
don’t think this really fired up anyone for the show. I don’t get the
thinking here but maybe they just wanted to get this out of the way
before we got to everything else? That’s all I can think of. Trish and
Molly looked good at least.

Molly is about to fall out of her top and Jerry loses it.

Christian is sick so Edge and Christian can’t help Angle in the world
title match. They’re on for beers after the show though.

Tiger Ali Singh and Low Down (Chaz (Mosh from the Headbangers)/D’Lo
Brown) can’t get into the building. This guy was around for years and
never went anywhere.

Radicalz vs. Team Chyna

Chris Benoit, Perry Saturn, Dean Malenko, Eddie Guerrero

Road Dogg, Billy Gunn, K-Kwik, Chyna

Kwik is R-Truth, which is what I’ll be referring to him as more than
likely. Eddie is IC Champion and Dean is Light Heavyweight Champion. I
would call this Team DX but they’re not together anymore. Saturn and Gunn
get things going here but it’s quickly off to Chyna for a double suplex.
Chyna pounds away in the corner as we’re waiting on the Eddie vs. Chyna
showdown. A powerslam gets two on Saturn and there’s the handspring elbow
but Saturn catches her. A DDT puts Saturn down but everything breaks
down. Eddie hits Chyna in the back with a title belt and Saturn gets the
easy pin.



Roadie comes in next but gets suplexed down almost immediately. Off to
Eddie who pounds away and dropkicks Dogg’s knee out. Dean comes in but
it’s quickly back to Eddie for a slingshot hilo onto the knee. Eddie goes
up but runs his mouth too long, allowing Roadie to superplex him down.
There’s the hot tag to Billy who immediately charges into a triple team
in the Radicals’ corner. Smart guy that Billy. Billy fights them off and
takes over on Eddie with a gorilla press and the One and Only (sleeper
drop) for the pin and elimination.

Off to Dean vs. Truth with the latter flipping out of a hip toss. Truth
tries a Downward Spiral but Dean falls backwards instead. Eh they screwed
that one up. Off to Benoit who wants nothing to do with the hipping and
the hopping so he Germans the tar out of Truth for the pin to make it
3-2. Off to Saturn vs. Road Dogg with the former taking over. Dean
suplexes Dogg down for two and it’s back to Saturn for a northern lights
suplex to get us down to Saturn/Benoit/Malenko vs. Billy.

Billy gets to fight Dean first with the Radicals taking over quickly.
Benoit low bridges Billy but Saturn accidentally superkicks Benoit on the
floor. Back in the ring Dean ducks his head and the Fameasser makes it
2-1. A Jackhammer gets two on Saturn as Benoit makes the save. Benoit
hits the Swan Dive for two and the Wolverine is shocked on the kickout.
Benoit is sent to the apron and Gunn tries to suplex him back in, only
for the Warrior/Rude ending with Saturn tripping Billy and holding his
foot for the pin.

Rating: C. This was fine but it never got to be anything interesting.
Truth never worked in the WWF in his original run and the whole tandem
rapping thing with Road Dogg didn’t work at all. Gunn was into that
awkward singles stage of his which never worked the way the company
wanted it to. Not bad here but it was nothing better than fine.

Rock is here and doesn’t want to chat with Lillian.

Jericho talks about a beast that is about to explode, meaning himself
against Kane. Jericho spilled coffee on Kane and made burn remarks,
setting up this feud. Unfortunately Jericho didn’t get the Sanka on a
Pole match.



Kane vs. Chris Jericho

Big pop for Jericho here. Jericho pounds away to start but the offense
doesn’t have much effect. Kane slugs him down in the corner but Jericho
keeps speeding things up. We head to the floor with Jericho diving mostly
over the top to take Kane out. They head back to the apron and Jericho
dropkicks Kane down to the floor. The steps get kicked into Kane’s face
and the Canadian keeps control.

Jericho tries a top rope cross body but is easily caught and slammed down
for two. Apparently Jericho has a bad back from being through through a
window by Kane on Raw. Kane pounds him down in the corner but Jericho
escapes a belly to back suplex with some right hands to the head. Jericho
charges into a big boot and Kane hooks a freakish over the back choke, as
in their backs are to each other with Kane pulling on Jericho’s chin
while Jericho is in the air.

Kane pulls the buckle pad off but neither guy can get rammed into it.
Kane uppercuts Jericho down over and over but Jericho keeps popping back
up. Back to the floor with Kane still in full control. Kane goes up but
gets crotched to slow him down. Another attempt at the clothesline jumps
into a dropkick to the ribs and things speed up a bit.

Jericho blocks a big boot and goes up top with a missile dropkick getting
two. Jericho’s forearm is caught but he slides down Kane’s back and rams
him into the exposed buckle. There are the Walls on Kane for a good while
but Kane finally crawls to the ropes. They get their legs intertwined and
fall to the mat where Kane kicks Jericho off. In an embarrassing looking
spot, Jericho hits the bulldog but Kane is too far away so the masked
dude has to scoot over so it can hit. Not that it matters as he catches
Jericho in a chokeslam for the pin.

Rating: C-. This didn’t work for me for the most part. The idea was
supposed to be about Kane hating Jericho for insulting him, but instead
this was just a wrestling match. On top of that the match wasn’t a
particularly good one with Jericho not really doing anything beyond his
basic stuff. Their last man standing match at Armageddon was much better.

Terri tells the Radicals that HHH has a plan for later.



European Title: Hardcore Holly vs. William Regal

Regal is defending and he complains about American manners before the
match. Holly pounds away to start and Regal is more than comfortable in a
fist fight. Regal trips Holly up and sends him shoulder first into the
post. The fans don’t seem to care about this and I can’t say I blame
them. Regal works on the arm for awhile before waving to the fans. Off to
a cross armbreaker for awhile before Holly is stomped to the floor. Regal
works on the arm a bit more but gets caught by a crossbody for two. A low
blow stops Holly and it’s back to the arm. Holly finally snaps and goes
to the floor, grabs the belt and hits Regal for the DQ.

Rating: D-. LAME match here as it kept going forever (even though it
didn’t even last six minutes) and no one cared. Then on top of that Holly
just goes to the floor and gets the belt for a DQ? Why would he do
something like that? My guess is his brain was melted by how boring this
match was. I have no idea what they were thinking here.

Angle is warming up in the back when Trish comes up. Tonight is the start
of Angle’s second year in the company and Trish points out that Stephanie
isn’t here tonight, so maybe Kurt needs some “special” assistance.. Angle
appreciates it but doesn’t need Test and Albert. Kurt was hilarious back
then.

We recap Rock vs. Rikishi. Rikishi was revealed as the driver of the car
that ran over Austin. When he was explaining what he did, he said that he
did it for the Rock. Rock rose up the card during Austin’s absence
because while Austin was there, the Samoans were being held down. Yep,
they turned it into a race thing. Rikishi was in a car driven by HHH and
drove at Rock, hitting him in the chest with a sledgehammer, leaving Rock
in bad shape coming into tonight.

Rikishi vs. The Rock

Rock charges at the ring and it’s on quickly. Rock pounds Rikishi against
the ropes and hits a Samoan Drop. He grabs a chair but Tim White disarms
Rock, allowing Rikishi to superkick him down. A single stomp to Rock’s
injured chest gives the fat man control. Rikishi hits a legdrop and Rock
is already in trouble. Rock tries some right hands but Rikishi takes him



right back down with a side slam for two.

Rock sends him to the floor and sends Rikishi’s head into the steps.
Seriously, Rock, you’re half Samoan. You know better than that. Rikishi
pops back up and drops Rock chest first onto the barricade to take over
again. The referee gets run over and we head back into the ring. Rikishi
pulls out a sledgehammer but walks into a Rock Bottom before he can swing
it. The referee crawls back in but it only gets a very delayed two.

Rikishi takes him down again and hits a headbutt to the chest to take
over again. A Samoan Drop puts Rock down and Rikishi sits down on his
chest for two. Rikishi rams into Rock in the corner and loads up a
Stinkface to humiliate Rock a bit. Rock explodes out of the corner with a
clothesline and both guys are down. A superkick misses and Rock
spinebusters him down. The People’s Elbow gets…the pin? A single elbow
apparently is enough to keep Rikishi down for about 40 seconds while Rock
crawls over to him. That’s one heck of an elbow.

Rating: C+. This took a bit to get going but once they got to the big
slugfest stuff it was a lot better. At the end of the day though, Rikishi
just did not belong in this world and he never worked as a heel. He’s a
fat guy in a thong and not a guy that people want to boo. Thankfully once
the six man Cell was over he pretty much just stopped being a main
eventer and formed a Samoan monster team with Haku.

Post match Rikishi destroys Rock and lays him out with a bunch of Banzai
Drops to the bad chest.

HHH is with the Radicals when Foley comes in and bans the Radicals from
ringside in the main event. HHH doesn’t care so Foley makes it No DQ as
well. HHH still doesn’t care. Methinks evil is afoot.

Women’s Title: Ivory vs. Lita

Ivory is in the RTC and is defending here. Lita goes straight at her and
the fight is on fast. A quick hiptoss puts Ivory down as does an
enziguri. Ivory comes back with a clothesline as Jerry panics over seeing
Lita’s thong. Ivory hits a right hand and HOLY SWEET GOODNESS is Lita
bleeding from it! I mean she is GUSHING. During the replay of it, Lita



botches a rana and drives Ivory’s head into the mat. I’m not sure which
of those hurt worse.

Steven Richards comes out so Lita throws Ivory to the floor and hits a
big dive to take both of them out. A cross body gets two for Lita but the
moonsault misses thanks to Steven. Ivory misses a belt shot and gets
suplexed down. Lita takes her own top off but the moonsault hits knees.
Apparently Ivory pulled the belt up and knocked Lita out with it to
retain.

Rating: D. This was like any Raw match you would have ever seen. That’s
the theme for this show so far: most of the matches are nothing special
and could have been on most TV shows. Lita looked out of it in there,
which says a lot for her as she got WAY better in a few years, as did
Trish. Nothing to see here. Ivory would start feuding with Chyna very
soon.

Coach has no updates on Rock.

Jericho jumps Kane and beats him up, setting up their rematch.

We recap Angle vs. Undertaker. Angle won EVERYTHING his rookie year and
Taker is Taker. That’s about the extent of the feud.

Taker says this is his show and he’ll win the title.

WWF World Title: Undertaker vs. Kurt Angle

Angle is defending if that wasn’t clear. Before the match, Angle asks us
for a moment of silence to reflect on our favorite Angle moment of the
last year. We get some Florida can’t vote right jokes before Angle lists
off his accomplishments in the last year. Taker cuts him off before Kurt
gets to the Eurocontinental Title. This is the match where Taker is
wearing the stupid looking light camo pants. If there’s one thing Taker
should always wear, it’s dark colors.

Angle stalls on the floor to start and won’t get in the ring to fight.
Taker goes out and gets a chair as Angle is in the ring. The champ hides
behind the referee and Taker throws the chair over to Kurt to even the
odds. As Taker is removing his coat, Angle blasts him with the chair and



the bell finally rings. Taker pounds away in the corner to start but
apparently punches himself out, allowing Undertaker to hammer away in the
corner. A legdrop gets two for Taker as he pulls Angle up.

Old School (I know it’s called that because Taker shouts OLD SCHOOL
before hitting it) hits but Taker would rather walk around than cover.
Angle bails to the floor before the chokeslam can hit and things slow
down again. This is Angle’s game at the point: hang in there long enough
until he can find an opening and attack. Back in and Angle snaps off a
suplex to take over and send Taker to the floor. Now Angle is telling
Taker to get in the ring and fight. Nice touch.

Kurt dives off the apron at Taker but gets caught with ease (Kurt: “OH
GOD NO!”) and rammed into the post. Taker does it again for fun and Angle
is in trouble. Back in and Taker pounds away on the back but Angle gets
in some shots to the leg to take over. The leg gets wrapped around the
middle rope but Taker comes back with a Fujiwara Armbar. Here are Edge
and Christian for a distraction a second before Angle taps out. Like
every other schmuck face, Taker lets go of the hold when he has Angle
dead to rights.

Angle picks the leg and takes Taker down again before hooking a leg lock.
This goes on for awhile because the fact that Taker hasn’t tapped out in
ten years has never taught a heel that his hold is no better than anyone
elses. Taker escapes and bails to the floor to beat up the Canadians who
I believe are ejected. Back in and there’s the chokeslam as Taker’s leg
is fine. Edge and Christian have the referee again so the chokeslam only
gets two.

A quick rollup with tights gets two for Kurt and a Russian legsweep gets
the same for Taker. After a quick breather for Angle on the floor, he
comes back in for a bad Figure Four on the challenger. Taker reverses and
Angle gets the rope as is the custom for this sequence. A powerslam gets
two for Taker but Angle goes right back to the leg. Kurt throws the
Figure Four on around the post but Taker kicks him off.

Back in and Taker is right back up to his feet because he doesn’t feel
like selling tonight. There’s only so much Angle can do when all the work



he does on the leg doesn’t mean anything because Taker won’t just
freaking limp. Angle hits Taker low and like an idiot tries a Tombstone.
Taker counters the counter and drills Angle off the apron to the floor.

Kurt dives under the ring but Taker pulls him back out. Back in and Taker
hits the Last Ride….but the referee won’t count the three. Why not?
Because that’s not Kurt Angle. That’s ERIC Angle, Kurt’s nearly identical
brother in identical tights. Kurt comes in and rolls Taker up with a
handful of tights for the pin to retain. That’s the first time in seven
years that the title hasn’t changed hands at this PPV.

Rating: C+. That’s actually a brilliant ending and it keeps both guys
looking strong at the same time. They used the same thing with Lesnar vs.
Angle in 2003 and it still worked there too. As for the match, most of
the praise for it should go to Kurt and most of the blame should go to
Taker. Angle could wrestle the match of his life, but if Undertaker won’t
sell the knee injury, it doesn’t make a bit of difference. That can’t be
blamed on Kurt though, and the match wasn’t terrible as it was. These two
would have MUCH better matches down the line too.

After some replays, Kurt runs from the arena to a waiting car to bail.

The XFL has cheerleaders!

Team Dudley Boys vs. Team Edge and Christian

Dudley Boys, Hardy Boys vs. Edge and Christian, Bull Buchanan, Goodfather

Buchanan and Goodfather are the RTC and they’re actually tag champions
here instead of one of the other three teams. Bubba and Bull start things
off but the crowd is kind of dead so far. Bubba elbows him down for two
and it’s off to D-Von. A big boot puts D-Von down and it’s off to
Goodfather for another boot to the head but no cover. Off to Christian
who pounds away at D-Von but walks into a reverse inverted DDT. This
match isn’t exactly taking off.

Matt comes in to clean house as everything breaks down. The Hardys take
off their shirts to reveal camo shirts that match the Dudleys. In the
melee, the Edge-O-Matic (actually called that here) pins Matt. D-Von vs.



Edge now with the former hitting a swinging neckbreaker for no cover. D-
Von takes down both Canadians with a double clothesline but a Buchanan
distraction lets Christian hit the Killswitch for the elimination to make
it 4-2.

Bubba comes in and throws Christian around a bit before it’s off to Jeff.
The fans want tables but they get Jeff sent to the floor and a tag to
Buchanan. Back to Bubba who runs over the Bull a few times and beats up
Goodfather a bit too. The Canadians get backdropped a few times before
Edge accidentally spears Buchanan down, giving Bubba an easy pin.
Christian accidentally splashes Edge giving Bubba another easy pin. It’s
Jeff/Bubba vs. Christian/Goodfather.

They botch something but Goodfather hooks a Death Valley Driver for the
pin on Bubba. Jeff gets to start with Christian but knocks Goodfather off
the apron first. Christian misses a charge and hits post. The Swanton
eliminates Christian and about twenty seconds later Val Venis (also RTC)
clotheslines Goodfather by mistake, giving Jeff the winning pin.

Rating: C-. Much like the rest of the show, this wasn’t bad but it was
nothing interesting for the most part. The tag division would get going
again soon with TLC 2 which was somehow even better than the first
edition. Having Jeff win here is fine but without Matt at this point, the
fans didn’t really care. Granted that could be said about the rest of the
show too. Again, another acceptable match but nothing I’ll remember in an
hour.

Jeff gets beaten up but the Dudleys and Matt make the save and put the
RTC through tables.

Austin is walking.

HHH tells the Radicals they know what to do.

We recap Austin vs. HHH. You know the story by this point: Rikishi had a
boss and it was revealed to be HHH. HHH explained that he did it because
while Austin was gone, HHH rose to the top of the company and even took
over everything. Tonight is the big fight between the two of them and
it’s No DQ.



Steve Austin vs. HHH

No DQ remember. I miss the My Time song that HHH used to use, but this is
a remix of it that isn’t as good. After a little staredown, Austin goes
right at HHH and beats him around the ring. The initial beatdown goes on
for a few minutes with Austin focusing on the back due to some physical
therapy HHH has been having or something like that. HHH comes back with a
Facebuster but Austin immediately hits the Thesz Press to take him right
back down.

They head to the floor with Austin still in full control. Austin picks up
a big piece of metal but HHH knocks it away. They fight over to the
production area and then to the back and then back to the arena in a few
seconds. Back in the aisle, HHH counters a suplex into one of his own to
put Austin in even more trouble. They fight back to ringside and Austin
is thrown onto the announce table before fighting back, sending HHH into
the steps.

After destroying the timekeeper’s area, Austin slams a monitor into HHH’s
head to bust him open. The beer cooler is thrown around, resulting in a
huge puddle on the floor. Austin has a seat on the steps and has a beer
because he’s thirsty. HHH gets thrown into the ring but Austin stops to
yell at JR, allowing the Game to get in some shots. A Stunner is
countered into a neckbreaker and both guys are down.

HHH sends Austin into the post and bends him around said post, now
working on the back which Austin had surgery on. A brief Austin comeback
is stopped dead by another neckbreaker. HHH’s psychology is working well
here. Austin comes back with that whip spinebuster but the middle finger
elbow misses. They head back outside with both guys getting whipped into
the barricade. HHH gets the advantage and loads up a Pedigree on the
steps but gets backdropped through the announce table in a cool spot.

They head back inside and HHH bails to the corner. WHY WOULD YOU BACK
INTO A CORNER AGAINST STEVE AUSTIN??? He deserves the mudhole stomping he
gets. There’s the Stunner but Austin stops before covering. Instead
Austin gets a chair and sets to Pillmanize the ankle. He thinks twice of
that and wraps the chair around HHH’s neck instead. HHH rolls to the



floor and they fight up the aisle again.

This time they head to the production area and then through a curtain and
into the back, the same place they went for a few seconds earlier. HHH
rams Austin into an anvil case but Austin sends him into a soda machine.
Here are the Radicalz to attack Austin and give HHH a breather. After
referees pull back the Radicalz, Austin chases HHH into the parking lot
where HHH gets into a car. All of a sudden HHH is on a mic which is
stupid but you have to go with it. Austin is nowhere to be seen. Oh wait
there he is in a forklift, picking HHH and his car up. HHH screams for
mercy and is dropped down, destroying the car to end the show.

Rating: B-. This was ok but it never got to the point they were reaching
for I don’t think. The problem here is the same as it was in 1996 for
Austin: everyone remembers the rematch far better because it’s probably
better. That being said, this wasn’t nearly as good as the first Austin
vs. Hart match but I digress. This wasn’t that great, but it was ok. It’s
not PPV main event good, but for a big brawl it was acceptable.

Overall Rating: C-. This is a really hard one to grade. The problem with
this show is that while nothing on it was bad, nothing on it was good
either. Nothing on this show is something that I will ever want to watch
again because nothing on it is anything above ok. The title I used for
the other review of this is that I never remember this show. Well there’s
a reason for that: it’s not very good. If you have to see every show in
the series you won’t hate it, but there’s no reason to watch this other
than for the sake of completeness.

Ratings Comparison

Steve Blackman/Crash Holly/Molly Holly vs. T&A/Trish Stratus

Original: D+

Redo: C-

The Radicalz vs. Team Chyna

Original: B-



Redo: C

Kane vs. Chris Jericho

Original: B-

Redo: C-

William Regal vs. Hardcore Holly

Original: D-

Redo: D-

The Rock vs. Rikishi

Original: B

Redo: C+

Ivory vs. Lita

Original: D+

Redo: D

Kurt Angle vs. Undertaker

Original: B-

Redo: C+

Team Dudley Boys vs. Team Edge and Christian

Original: C-

Redo: C-

Steve Austin vs. HHH

Original: D-

Redo: B-



Overall Rating:

Original: D+

Redo: C-

That main event is the big surprise as I HATED it the first time but I
thought it was pretty good here. Odd indeed.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/07/24/survivor-series-2000-i-never-rem
ember-this-show/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:
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